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Abstract
Neurologists have professional, ethical, and social obligations to ensure that expert witness testimony is reliable, objective, and truthful. In the past, an absence of professional regulatory oversight combined with immunity from civil litigation allowed the partisan expert to flourish. This is no longer the case. The expert witness unquestionably faces an increasingly perilous liability climate, and must be cognizant of the legal rules and procedures. The authors provide guidelines with risk management strategies for the neurologist serving as an expert witness.
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Expert Witness History

“If I got myself an impartial witness, I’d think I was wasting my money.” So said the trial lawyer known as the King of Torts, Melvin Belli.

Despite ethics codes, expert witness guidelines, and platitudes by the thousands about trials being the pursuit of truth and justice, a great many judges, jurors, and lawyers perceive expert witnesses on both sides as bias partisans.

This perception is not new. For almost as long as expert witnesses have been called to the witness stand by the parties to the litigation, judges, jurors, lawyers, and the general public have bemoaned the fact that experts were shills, hired guns, prostitutes, mere actors on a stage, and other epithets. As early as the 19th century, after parties were allowed to call experts to support their arguments, observers criticized the use of experts pointing to the common perception that an “expert could be found who would testify to anything absurd.”

In the 20th century in the United States, substantial discussion occurred about parties’ uses of experts, with one Yale professor likening lawyers’ manipulation of experts to playing the saxophone, the lawyer not only picking the tune but then manipulating the expert as if the expert were a musical instrument on which the lawyer sounded the desired notes.

But experts were not always so vilified nor were they called by the parties to the litigation. The first use of an expert witness in a trial probably dates back to 14th-century England when judges called surgeons to court to provide opinions to assist the court. This use of an expert’s opinion was a radical departure from procedure. Traditionally courts required witnesses to testify to facts only, no opinions. The judge (later the jury) was required to draw inferences and form opinions based on the facts related by all of the witnesses.

This practice of the court calling on experts continued through the centuries as it slowly expanded to include not only doctors but merchants and others considered by courts to have expertise bearing on the facts of a particular case. At the same time, English common law transformed away from a judge-dominated system and into an adversarial system. The practice of the courts calling on experts gave way to experts being called by the parties to the controversy. By the late-18th century this practice was well established in England as well as the United States, which for the most part adopted the English common law system of jurisprudence.

In the early English courts, suits against the medical practitioners of the day were among the first to use expert testimony to establish the standard practice that the defendant medical practitioner should have followed. The 1767 case of Slater v. Baker & Stapleton first established the concept of judging a surgeon by the professional standard as testified to by surgeons themselves. Slater filed an action against surgeon Baker and apothecary Stapleton for improper management of a leg fracture. Stapleton was to remove the bandages but called on Baker and together they “ignorantly and unskilfully [sic] broke and disunited the callous of the plaintiff’s leg after it was set.” Slater produced physician witnesses who testified that the defendants failed to follow standard medical practice. Lord Chief Justice Wilmot concluded that physicians and surgeons were to be judged by “the rule of the profession,” and awarded Slater £500. This basic concept of using expert testimony to...
establish claims against professionals matured over the centuries but the fundamental principle of Slater is the foundation for the modern Rules of Evidence followed in many countries today.

In the United States, medical malpractice suits were virtually unheard of before the late 1830s. In fact, there were only 216 reported appellate opinions from 1790 to 1900. Although trial courts could have tried other malpractice cases they were not appealed, and a small number of published opinions suggest the decided lack of cases requiring doctors to testify against other doctors.10 New York State seemed to be the exception. In the 1850s, the growing numbers of medical malpractice suits caused one physician to write about the spirit of persecution across the state where lawsuits were being filed without reason or grounds.11 Following English law, physicians were called as expert witnesses by the parties much like they are today. The rules related to expert testimony became increasingly refined as more and more malpractice cases reached the courts, so that by the turn of the 20th century medical malpractice suits were being tried much like they are today.12

The use of expert witness testimony was not without considerable controversy in both England and the United States as the 20th century began.13 Controversy primarily revolved around the fear that judges, and in particular jurors, would succumb to the aura of paid experts who, with genuine solemnity, would be testifying about "science" that had little if any validity. A typical jury had no basis on which to distinguish legitimate science from quack theories. For that matter, judges, trained primarily in law, also had little basis on which to distinguish legitimate science. The problem was exacerbated because judges and jurors with no expertise in technical and scientific matters tended to give deference to well-credentialed experts or those associated with prestigious universities and institutions. Thus, experts with the aura of infallibility could overwhelm common sense, allowing the expert to offer untested or even invalid evidence as proven science. The problem encompassed judges because under the rules developed in most federal and state courts they were expected to make an initial determination whether the expert's testimony was relevant and reliable before allowing the jury to hear the testimony. The judge's acceptance or rejection of the evidence oftentimes was outcome-determinative because a prestigious expert's testimony once admitted made the jury's decision a foregone conclusion. Evidence law in the federal and state courts provided little guidance to judges as to how to determine whether the science being offered was reliable or if the expert's testimony was relevant. Most of the guidance that did exist was found in case-by-case determinations by various courts, with the predictable result that no meaningful bright line guiding principles emerged.14

**Frye, Daubert, and the Federal Rules of Evidence**

**Early Criteria for Admissibility**

Finally, in 1923 the famous *Fyre v. United States* case was decided.15 *Fyre* dominated scientific-medical testimony for the next 70 years until mostly supplanted by *Daubert v. Merrell Dow* in 1993.16

*Fyre* was a murder case. The defense attorney offered evidence of a "systolic blood pressure deception test," an early version of the modern lie detector. The trial court refused to allow the witness to testify. On appeal, the DC Circuit Court confronted the conundrum of when a novel scientific procedure would be admissible in evidence. Stated otherwise, exactly when does experimental science cross over to become mainstream science? The court settled on the phrase "general acceptance in the particular field in which it belongs," concluding that the blood pressure detection test had not gained such general acceptance in the scientific community and was therefore not allowed into evidence.

Although the general acceptance in the relevant scientific community principle seems simple enough, its implementation to individual cases and especially the explosion of scientific discoveries after 1923 confounded virtually every court. *Fyre* was highly criticized but the reality was that for 70 years no court ever developed a workable alternative and the majority of American courts followed *Fyre* albeit with some individual modifications. Essentially, the *Fyre* rule required some minimal number of experts to have examined and generally accepted a particular scientific theory or technique. Proof of validity was not required, only general acceptance. In 1993, *Fyre*‘s reign ended with the Supreme Court’s *Daubert* opinion. *Daubert* did not totally abandon *Fyre*’s "general acceptance" but, as we will see, added several factors to the *Fyre* test, factors that federal courts and many state courts almost universally consider before allowing scientific evidence, including medical testimony, into a courtroom.

**Ultimate Issues and Hearsay**

Before looking at the *Daubert* admissibility rules, there are two important evidence rules affecting expert witnesses that all experts should know before giving testimony.

In the beginning, as has been noted, expert testimony was a radical departure from the rule that all witnesses were required to testify about facts only—that is, what they had perceived directly with their own senses of sight and hearing (although on occasion the other 3 senses might also have been involved). Nevertheless, despite the exception made for expert opinions, early courts were still reluctant to admit non-fact-based testimony. Thus, many common law procedures evolved in order to confine expert opinion testimony to a very narrow alley of admissibility. These procedures were strict rules of form that often excluded expert testimony because one or two magic words were omitted.

The first rule was that the facts on which an expert’s opinion was based had to be testified to by fact witnesses with personal knowledge before the expert opinion could be given. After all the facts were in evidence, the expert could be asked a hypothetical question that was required to subsume all of the "facts." Then the expert could express an opinion. Hypothetical questions were not only boring and confusing, but they...
were also complex, repetitive and time-consuming. As one commentator noted, “In a recent case... a typewritten hypothetical question which required 22 minutes to read was propounded with great seriousness to four consecutive medical witnesses... by noon the attorney had lost his voice, the judge was reading a brief in another case and the jury was mentally scattered between Yankee Stadium... and Malibu.”17

Just as important, courts were very careful to prevent experts from “invading the providence of the jury” or, stated another way, giving opinions on the ultimate issues that the jury would be asked to decide. In a negligence case, for example, experts could not give an opinion on whether injuries were caused by an accident, or that a doctor’s conduct was negligence or below the standard of care.

The second rule involved hearsay information obtained by the expert. Simply stated, hearsay is an out-of-court statement offered to prove the truth of the matter contained in the statement. The hearsay rule has as many exceptions as there are stars in the universe, but in general, as everyone knows, hearsay is inadmissible in a court. And experts were no exception. The hearsay rule prevented an expert from disclosing information obtained outside of court. For example, an obstetrician delivering a baby could have been told by the husband that his wife’s water broke 2 days before coming to the hospital. The physician’s decision to immediately do a cesarian section based on the information would seem reasonable. In court, however, the hearsay rule excluded this information and the doctor’s decision appeared to jurors to be unsupported by the evidence.18

These problems faced by litigants using experts in court were not ameliorated until passage of the 1975 version of the Federal Rules of Evidence and the subsequent modernization of the states’ evidence rules. Today, many states follow the federal rules or some variation thereof. The modern trend in both federal and state courts since 1975 has been to allow expert witnesses to express opinions directly on ultimate fact issues like negligence, proximate cause, damages, and almost all other fact issues that were formerly considered “invading the providence of the jury.” Modern evidence rules also now allow an expert opinion to be based on facts or data made known to the expert at or before the trial. No more hypothetical questions. If the facts and data are of a type reasonably relied on by experts in the particular field, the facts or data need not be admissible in evidence. The expert may also disclose whatever hearsay is the basis for an opinion—not for its truth, but to allow jurors to evaluate the credibility of the opinion.19 These changes will be discussed in later sections. It should be noted that the liberalization of the evidence rules resulted in a modern-day cottage industry—expert witnesses—and was one of the factors ushering in the era of mega personal injury verdicts, as well as the medical malpractice crises of the 1970s, 1980s, and beyond.

**Experts Dominate Modern Trials**

In essence, under the modern evidence rules there are very few formalities of expert testimony. An expert can give opinions in any manner the trial court allows and the expert chooses, as long as the opinion is relevant, reliable, and confined to the expert’s field of expertise.20 The states all have differences in their evidence rules and court procedures, but virtually all have updated their rules and procedures so that in litigation today expert witnesses dominate the courtroom as never before, in both civil and criminal trials. Studies have documented experts of some kind being called in more than 80% of civil cases, with an average of 4 experts per case.21 Expert domination should not be surprising given our complex society, the dominance of the civil and criminal court system for solving cultural problems, and the dominance of science and medicine in daily life. Entire new fields of expertise have been developed as a result of litigation—life care planners, accident reconstruction experts, forensic psychiatrists, and many others.

Even more important to our inquiry is physician courtroom testimony. Physicians of all specialties are a staple of trials of all kinds, but especially personal injuries, product liability, vehicle accidents, workers’ compensation, medical malpractice suits, and even legal malpractice suits, because of the case-within-a-case requirement; even certain criminal cases (child abuse, sexual assault). All of these have a common element—medical evidence is essential. Surveys over the past two decades reveal that physicians or medical professionals comprise 40% to more than one-half of the testifying trial experts.22

Liberalized expert evidence rules and the litigation expert witness proliferation, however, also ushered in the era of “junk science,” a term made popular by the court decision that halted the golden age of unfettered expert opinions based on nothing more scientific than an expert’s ‘bare ipse dixit—trust me, I’m a doctor—Daubert vs. Merrill Dow Pharmaceutical Company. But Daubert did not come along until 20 years after the evidence rules were liberalized. In the interim, expert medical opinions proliferated exponentially, especially in the mass tort arena, where manufacturers were sued in multiple thousands of cases and paid billions in verdicts and settlements—breast implants,23 Bendectin,24 pertussis vaccine,25 to name just a few—the common themes being flamboyant trial lawyers, self-promotion, multiple hundreds of millions of dollars in attorneys’ fees, and expert witnesses willing to make the medical causation connections based more on expert witness fees to be earned than on science. And among the prime contributors to the junk science parade were Federal Rules of Evidence 702-705 and the corresponding equivalents in many states. These rules are today little changed from the original rules in 1975 and, except for the limits finally imposed by Daubert and its progeny, are still operational today. Any expert would benefit from at least a passing knowledge of these rules.

**The Federal Rules of Evidence**

Evidence rules or codes are a relatively new phenomenon in jurisprudence. Until the 1975 promulgation of the Federal Rules of Evidence, evidence rules were developed in appellate court decisions on a case-by-case basis. Evidence law is nothing more than a determination of what “facts” the judge will allow a jury to use to reach a verdict. Historically, the evidence
decisions reflected a marked distrust of juries and a fear that jurors would be unduly influenced by certain types of evidence—hearsay, prior criminal convictions, character evidence, religious beliefs. Primary among the fears, as we have seen, was opinion testimony, especially expert testimony.

In the 20th century, however, academic legal scholars began to protest the evidence restrictions, arguing that all relevant evidence should be admitted and the jury trusted to use the evidence appropriately. After protracted academic, legislative, and judicial debate, the Federal Rules of Evidence were formally promulgated in 1975. The states, free to adopt whatever rules they desired, almost all followed the Federal Rules of Evidence in whole or in part. Thus, no matter where an expert testifies, he or she should ask about a particular jurisdiction’s rules on expert opinion testimony and how they differ from the Federal Rules of Evidence.

The essential rules governing expert opinions are the Federal Rules of Evidence 702-705. To summarize, these rules were a radical departure from centuries of prior evidence law. The new rules provide that a witness qualified by knowledge, skill, experience, training, or education can testify by opinion or otherwise about scientific, technical, or specialized knowledge if the testimony will assist the jury to understand the evidence (Rule 702); an expert can base an opinion on facts or data personally observed or that have been made known to him or her, and the facts or data can be evidence that is inadmissible as long as experts in the particular field would reasonably rely on the facts or data in forming opinions on the subject (Rule 703); an opinion is not automatically objectionable just because it embraces an ultimate issue (to be decided by the jury) (Rule 704); and an expert can state an opinion and give reasons for the opinion without first testifying to the underlying facts or data (on cross-examination, the expert could be required to disclose the facts and data) (Rule 705).

Liberalized evidence rules were no doubt noble in purpose, but crafty lawyers and expert witnesses quickly took full advantage of the new rules, especially in product liability, environmental, and mass tort cases, but also in ordinary medical liability and personal injury cases. Experts were unfettered in uttering opinions based on little more than personal beliefs and personal unpublished data untested by peer review and unrestricted by the scientific method. The breast implant litigation is perhaps the best of many examples of how billions of dollars were legally extracted from manufacturers based on newly modified evidence rules allowing judges to admit into evidence untested, erroneous expert opinions.

Although evidence rules appear black and white, they are anything but. In fact, the new rules made admission of evidence more dependent on a trial judge’s philosophy than on empirical analysis. As so often expressed in court opinions, evidence decisions would not often be questioned because admission of evidence was within the sound discretion of trial judges. This attitude gave new meaning to the legendary litigator Roy Cohen’s remark: “Don’t tell me what the law is. Tell me who the judge is.”

From this milieu came the Supreme Court’s Daubert opinion. Frye was not working. More guidance was needed. Daubert did not change the Federal Rules of Evidence on opinion testimony; it simply made judges into scientific gatekeepers or, as Chief Justice Rehnquist said in his Daubert dissent, amateur scientists, even though many lacked, in his opinion, the scientific literacy to do the gatekeeping job.

The Daubert Opinion

The most significant court decision involving expert witness testimony was decided by the United States Supreme Court in June 1993. The Daubert case applied only in federal courts, but in the 20 years since its publication, the gates that experts must now open before being allowed to testify have been adopted to a greater or lesser extent by most states, either by case law or by evidence code, so that no matter where in the country an expert appears to testify, he or she will face some Daubert-derived hurdles. Thus, every expert should have some familiarity with Daubert concepts before testifying and be informed on the particular state’s variations of Daubert’s criteria. In particular, every expert should know what makes up a state’s Daubert challenge, a generic reference to the procedure used to “strike” an expert and prevent the expert from testifying in the case. It is now standard procedure to ask any expert during discovery depositions if they have ever been “struck” by a court in a Daubert challenge. If so, counsel opposing the expert will make every effort to use that against the expert. Being struck is something every expert wants to avoid. It can be a permanent stain. More about a Daubert challenge after looking at what Daubert did to expert evidence law.

The Essence of Daubert

Since Daubert’s publication, millions of words have been written—in published opinions, law reviews, medical journals, magazine articles, and blogs—analyzing Daubert’s application to expert testimony. To review all of these cases and articles would be impossible and futile. A brief review of Daubert’s essence and how the expert testimony rules are generally applied today should provide an expert witness with some understanding of the preparation necessary before appearing to testify.

As we have seen, Daubert arose in an era when trial courts were allowing into evidence what critics were calling self-created litigation theories that were not scientific at all. The Daubert facts are a good example of what expert evidence was being offered as valid research. Jason Daubert and Eric Schuller had been born with serious birth defects. Their parents claimed Merrill Dow’s nausea drug, Bendectin, taken by their mothers during pregnancy, was the cause. Merrill Dow cited the fact that there was no published scientific data or study demonstrating links between Bendectin and birth defects. The claimants, however, produced experts who had done in vitro experiments and in vivo animal studies, pharmacologic studies, and a reanalysis of published studies, all of which, they claimed, proved Bendectin caused birth defects. The trial court, based on Frye, said the experts’ methodologies had not gained
acceptance within the general scientific community. The court also noted the fact that the experts had done their experiments and reanalysis primarily in preparation for litigating the Bendectin causation issue. Thus, the trial court would not allow the experts to testify. In the Supreme Court, plaintiffs argued that the 1975 Federal Rules of Evidence did away with the Fyre test and substantially expanded expert testimony admissibility such that their experts’ conclusions and opinions should have been allowed into evidence.

The Supreme Court agreed that Fyre’s “general acceptance” test was no longer the prevailing test. The court, however, developed the series of tests now known by the Daubert name finding that the plaintiff’s experts’ evidence was unreliable and therefore inadmissible. In the process, the Daubert court made the phrase “junk science” famous. In essence, the Supreme Court made trial courts into scientific gatekeepers, holding that only reliable expert opinions should be admitted into evidence. Reliable evidence, according to the court, required some objective, independent validation of an expert’s methodology. No longer would an expert’s bare assurance that he or she had utilized generally accepted scientific methodology be sufficient. Nor would an expert’s subjective belief or unsupported speculation be a substitute for real science.

The Daubert nonexclusive checklist for courts to use in assessing the reliability of proffered scientific expert testimony includes (1) whether the theory or technique can be tested—that is, whether the theory can be challenged in some objective sense, or whether it is instead a subjective, conclusory approach that cannot be assessed for reliability; (2) whether the theory or technique has been subjected to peer review and publication; (3) whether the technique has a known or potential rate of error; (4) whether the theory enjoys “general acceptance”; (5) whether there are standards and controls used that have been established to be reliable; and (6) whether the method has been put to nonjudicial uses. Daubert essentially held that Fyre’s general acceptance test was not adopted by the Federal Rules of Evidence, although general acceptance was among the criteria. In essence, the court wanted broader but flexible guidelines for what scientific evidence would be deemed reliable for the courtroom.

The Daubert decision today and its criteria are actually a trilogy of US Supreme Court cases. In 1997, the court added to the analysis in General Electric Company v. Joiner holding that expert testimony should be excluded when there is too great of an analytical gap—whether the expert unjustifiably extrapolated from an accepted premise to an unfounded conclusion. In 1999, Kumho Tire applied the judge’s Daubert gatekeeping function to all expert testimony, including non-scientific. Subsequent cases in both federal and state courts now provide an extensive legal framework for experts testifying in court. But the courtroom is not necessarily the only place a neurologist can act as an expert, nor is a judge or court the only authority to whom a neurologist could have to answer as a result of having provided expert testimony. Before looking at the current legal framework for expert testimony in court, all neurologists need to be aware that the American Academy of Neurology has promulgated a broad definition of expert testimony, a definition going beyond the courtroom and with potential adverse consequences.

The American Academy of Neurology Defines Who Is an Expert

The American Academy of Neurology’s definition of expert testimony goes beyond the usual thought of what constitutes expert involvement: (1) medical evaluation of a party to a legal proceeding, including personal interview and examination and/or review of medical records or other pertinent data (including laboratory tests and imaging studies); (2) formulating an expert opinion based on such evaluation; and (3) communicating such an opinion to attorneys, courts, licensing boards, peer-review bodies, or other agencies, whether in the form of testimony in court, deposition, answers to interrogatories, or affidavit.

By the American Academy of Neurology’s definition, providing an affidavit stating that a fact situation indicates grounds for a malpractice lawsuit, as required in many states before a suit can be initiated, would constitute expert testimony, even though the neurologist had no intention of actually testifying in court.

The American Academy of Neurology also specifies 4 criteria that must be met before one qualifies as an expert witness, criteria that are far more strict than the qualifications required by the Federal Rules of Evidence or court opinions: (1) a valid, unrestricted license to practice medicine; (2) full training and a diplomate of a specialty board recognized by the American Board of Medical Specialties and qualified by experience or demonstrated competency in the subject matter; (3) if the expert is not active in clinical practice at the time of offering an opinion, the expert should be prepared to demonstrate competency to provide the opinion, and the competency may include active clinical practice, relevant publications, active teaching or supervision of medical students, residents, or fellows in an area relevant to the expert opinion during 3 of the 5 years immediately preceding the date on which the opinion is offered; (4) if the expert spends more than 20% of professional time in medical-legal activities (including testimony by deposition or interrogatory, or reviewing medical records at the behest of lawyers, performing independent medical examinations, publishing opinion letters or affidavits to lawyers), the expert should be prepared to demonstrate competency to provide an opinion that is objective, relevant, and not biased by financial considerations.

The American Academy of Neurology guidelines do not overtly restrict a neurologist from spending more than 20% of professional time in medical-legal activities. However, if a complaint was lodged against a neurologist who was spending more than twenty percent of his or her time in such activities, it might well be a challenging endeavor to prove that testimony being offered is objective, relevant and not biased by the proposed financial gain.
Finally, the guidelines end with what can only be regarded as a warning. Paragraph G reminds practitioners that litigation-related testimony produces a public record subject to peer review. That record, the paragraph notes, could be the basis for disciplinary action by court, licensing agencies, or professional organizations. The last sentence is even more pointed, warning practitioners not to allow their personal “disrespect” (read loathing, hostility, or animosity) of the legal process or lawyers to influence the nature or accuracy of their opinions.34

Furthermore, although the American Academy of Neurology guidelines are instructive to an individual neurologist, they are not a substitute for an understanding of the legal framework of expert testimony when involved in a lawsuit. That legal framework is a combination of evidence rules and court opinions following Daubert and its progeny.

Legal Framework of Expert Testimony

Every expert must understand the legal framework that has grown up around expert testimony post-Daubert. The most important aspect of that framework is that every expert, no matter what the subject matter of his or her testimony, is potentially the subject of a Daubert challenge at some point during the lawsuit. In some courts, the challenge occurs before the trial begins. In other courts, the challenge occurs at trial. No matter when it occurs, however, a Daubert challenge is instituted by the opposition in order to keep the expert from testifying. The essence of the challenge is to prove that the expert has failed to fulfill one of the 3 foundations of expert testimony or the preliminary eligibility requirements of expert testimony. The point to remember is that if an expert fails to fulfill any of the 3 requirements, the end result of a Daubert challenge is that the expert is not allowed to testify. In other words, the expert is “struck” a potential designation that could follow a witness into subsequent cases. As noted previously, asking experts whether they have ever been “struck” as a witness is now routine. Although being “struck” in one case is not necessarily a bar to testifying in another case, it creates an uncomfortable situation that must be explained. Suffice it to say that any expert wants to make sure he or she understands the initial legal framework and consults with the attorney proffering him or her as an expert to ensure his or her testimony meets the known Daubert criteria.

The 3 preliminary criteria making up the expert testimony legal framework differ from state to state. Therefore, the attorney requesting the expert’s testimony must fill in the peculiarities of the local rules for each jurisdiction. As a practical matter, however, virtually all courts apply some form of the following 3 criteria before allowing an expert to testify: (1) is there a relevant issue on which expert testimony should be permitted; (2) is the witness qualified as an expert; (3) is the proposed expert testimony scientifically reliable.35 In essence, these 3 criteria are mandated by the Federal Rules of Evidence.

Criterion 1: Relevant Issue

Before even a highly qualified expert would be permitted to testify, the trial judge must determine that the issues are complex enough to warrant expert testimony. This is a relevance determination based on the Federal Rule of Evidence 702 that, as we have seen, provides that if scientific, technical, or other specialized knowledge will assist the jury to understand the evidence or to determine a fact in issue, then a witness qualified as an expert may testify. Recall that under older common law evidence tests, expert testimony was only admissible if an issue was completely beyond the ken of an average jury. The modern trend, however, is to admit almost any nonprejudicial testimony that has probative value. And as we have seen, modern evidence rules allow experts to state opinions on ultimate issues that jurors decide. Today, in most courts, little credence is given to the old stricture that experts should not “invade the providence of the jury.” Some jurisdictions still pay lip service to this doctrine. An expert unfamiliar with evidence rules in a particular court should inquire about the precise nature of conclusory opinions allowed.

The determination of whether an expert’s testimony is relevant to a particular issue on trial is one made by the trial court. The expert has little input into the court’s decision on criterion 1. The expert has considerable input into criteria 2 and 3.

Criterion 2: Is the Expert Really an Expert?

Federal Rule of Evidence 702 specifies that an expert must be qualified by reason of knowledge, skill, experience, training, or education in a field of specialized knowledge.36 Although expert qualification is within the discretion of the trial court, it is helpful if the witness is prepared to discuss how his or her training and experience is applicable to the opinion being offered. Sometimes that is a difficult task, and sometimes it is not so difficult. Examples abound in case law where courts have declared witnesses to be experts even though they have a bare minimum of qualifications: a police officer was deemed an expert after 4 hours of training; a wildlife biologist, conservation officer, and a duck hunter were all qualified as experts to give opinions on the effect of power lines on duck hunting.37 And so on.

A witness does not need to possess total knowledge of a subject—neurology, for example—simply knowledge of the discrete area of the testimony involved. Having qualified as an expert in another case does not automatically qualify him or her as an expert in every case. On the other hand, a person is not disqualified as an expert merely because he or she is not a specialist.

An expert must realize that merely because a court makes a preliminary determination that a person is an expert within the confines of criterion 2, that will not end the assessment of an expert’s qualifications. When the expert is introduced to the jury, expert qualifications become a major topic of importance. As the saying goes, a jury’s function is to determine the weight and credibility to be given to testimony. In almost every case, an opposing expert will be called by the other side. How does the jury decide which expert to believe in what essentially is an expert beauty contest? The answer is, we don’t know for sure, but every expert should realize that credentials are an important
part of convincing a jury that his or her opinion is the opinion to be given the most weight and credibility when deciding the verdict. Do not neglect credentials.

And, of course, expect to be cross-examined about credentials, your experience, how many times you have testified, and any prior testimony you have given in similar cases. These are usual cross-examination topics for any expert. If an academic degree is listed on an expert’s curriculum vitae, expect that to be investigated. If a clinical or faculty appointment is listed, expect that to be investigated. Any discrepancy could elicit questions. Also be aware that past testimony in depositions and trials is collected by both plaintiff and defense organizations and today, in the computer age, it is easily retrieved. If an expert has ever testified in any other case, expect that the opposing lawyer has the transcript. Be prepared to explain any seemingly inconsistent statements, because past transcripts are fertile ground for what lawyers call impeachment of a witness’s credibility.

In the usual medical malpractice case, qualification is not often contested by the court or opposing counsel if the expert’s opinion is being offered in a field of medicine in which he or she practices or is certified. Qualification difficulties usually arise when a physician crosses over to testify about another specialty. For example, a neurologist testifying about the standard of care that should be exercised by an emergency department physician or vice versa. The question arises as to whether the two specialties overlap sufficiently so that a neurologist could testify to the standard of care of an emergency department physician. As many courts hold, not every physician is a qualified expert in every malpractice case. 38 However, neurologists have testified against other specialists. 39 There is neither a hard-and-fast rule nor any particular general principle that emerges from the many cases that have grappled with this issue. Suffice it to say that a witness should be prepared to justify crossing over into a field of medicine that overlaps with another medical specialty. Books, articles, guidelines, or anything in writing that helps support the crossover will be helpful in convincing the trial judge.

Another area where qualifications can be contested is causation. The courts generally now ascribe to the mantra that no medical doctor is automatically an expert in every medical issue merely because he or she graduated from medical school or achieved certification in a medical specialty. 40 Not so long ago, that was exactly the only qualification, but times change. An example of causation disqualification is Broders v. Heise, where the plaintiffs’ expert, an emergency medicine specialist, was allowed to testify regarding the standard of care for treating an assault victim’s brain injury, but was disallowed from any opinion regarding cause of death from the treatment of the injury. 41 The court noted that the expert never testified that he knew from experience or study the effectiveness of brain injury treatments.

Criteria 3: Scientific Reliability

As we have seen, Daubert set forth a nonexclusive checklist for courts to use in assessing scientific expert testimony. An expert trying to remember the essence of the Federal Rules of Evidence 702-705 as interpreted by Daubert et al need only remember 2 core concepts summarizing the foundation of an expert's testimony—relevant and reliable.

The specific factors explicated by Daubert and now inculcated in many evidence codes and court opinions in both federal and state jurisdictions are designed solely to focus on the principles and methodology the expert used to generate his or her opinion, not on the correctness of the opinion. The trial court is not charged with trying to determine if an expert’s opinion is the sole right answer or even a right answer at all. The gatekeeper function as envisioned by Daubert was intended to screen the reliability of the expert’s methodology in arriving at whatever conclusion the expert reached.

Subsequent opinions, especially Joiner, recognized that conclusions and methodology are not entirely distinct from each other. 42 Therefore, an added qualifier to the principle that courts are concerned with methodological reliability, not correctness of conclusions, is the analytical gap qualifier. That qualifier says that when an expert applies reliable principles and methods and yet reaches a conclusion that other experts in the field would not reach, then there is reason to suspect that the expert has unjustifiably extrapolated from an accepted premise to an unfounded conclusion, leaving too great an analytical gap between the data and the proffered opinion.

As previously noted, it is impossible to summarize the thousands of court opinions applying Daubert to proffered expert opinions. A few precepts have emerged, however, that are important to medical experts in particular.

The first is that experts testifying about matters growing out of their own research generally must have done the research independently of the litigation and not for the purpose of testifying. 44 The expert must account for obvious alternative explanations; for example, he or she must exclude other possible causes of a claimant’s injury other than chemical exposure. 45 An expert must be as careful in his or her paid courtroom analysis as in his or her regular professional work or, as said in Kumho Tire, the trial court must ensure that the expert used the same intellectual rigor in the courtroom as the expert employs in his or her professional practice. 47 Also, a court must determine whether the expert’s evidence is genuinely scientific, as distinct from being unscientific speculation offered by a genuine scientist. 48 And finally, the expert’s discipline must be one that itself is based in reliable science. Daubert’s list of factors cannot give credence to a discipline that itself lacks reliability, “as, for example, do theories grounded in any so-called generally accepted principles of astrology or necromancy.” 49 One can discern from the Supreme Court’s example of astrology and necromancy that the Court has already ruled out expert testimony from psychics, mystics, and the results of séances.

Daubert and Medical Expert Testimony

“A review of the case law after Daubert shows that rejection of expert testimony is the exception rather than the rule.” 50 The
primary reason seems to be rooted in the courts' belief in cross-examination, presentation of contrary expert evidence, and court instructions being the crucible by which truth most often emerges.\textsuperscript{51} And, as the courts often say, just because a court rules that an expert's testimony is reliable, that does not necessarily mean the opinion is correct or that contradictory expert testimony is unreliable.\textsuperscript{52} Fortunately, Daubert rulings on reliability are almost exclusively done outside the presence of a jury. Imagine explaining to a typical jury—with no medical training and little scientific discernment—that just because an expert's opinion has been ruled reliable, there is no reason to believe the opinion and no reason to reject the opposing expert's opinion that is the polar opposite of the opinion found to be reliable.

Perhaps an even more important fact for physicians becoming involved as medical experts in the typical personal injury or medical malpractice lawsuit is that the "admissibility of medical expert testimony after Daubert looks much like the admissibility of medical expert testimony before Daubert."\textsuperscript{53} In the medical arena, Daubert criteria have been applied primarily to toxic tort cases, product liability cases—drugs, vaccines, medical devices—and unique medical causation cases. An illustration of a novel medical causality application is Moore v. Ashland Chemical.\textsuperscript{54} A pulmonologist’s opinion that a claimant’s exposure to toluene caused reactive airway disease was excluded. The physician admitted he had never treated a patient with toluene exposure, had done no research, and did not know the plaintiff’s dose exposure level. Unique causation cases abound—cancer caused by contaminated milk,\textsuperscript{55} talc causing sinus problems,\textsuperscript{56} a fall causing fibromyalgia\textsuperscript{57}—and any expert’s testimony making a unique connection will be challenged.

The contrary seems to be true when applied to expert testimony in medical malpractice cases, in particular to standard-of-care testimony. In fact, a few courts have addressed similar issues in the malpractice context, refusing to apply Daubert criteria to standard-of-care testimony.\textsuperscript{58} As a practical matter, most medical malpractice lawyers have not used Daubert as a challenge to expert testimony (except for unique causation testimony), because they realize that the same arguments made to exclude the opponent's experts will often be made against their own experts. And where lawyers are representing both plaintiffs and defendants (there are a few areas of the country where this is common), the opinion they seek to exclude today they may be arguing is admissible next week. For the most part, however, the methods and procedures used by experts on both sides of malpractice cases are so similar that most lawyers simply use cross-examination to attack an expert’s credibility, methodology, and conclusions, rather than asking for a ruling that may result in exclusion of their own expert.

Just as standard-of-care opinions are little challenged, neither are there challenges to the reliability of generally used diagnostic equipment or laboratory tests. In theory, a physician using computed tomography, magnetic resonance imaging or a laboratory test result, or a laboratory test result could be challenged to produce evidence of its reliability. That could be done, but the effort of producing books and articles, error rates, and so forth would be excessive. Such challenges are simply not done. If, however, some new technology does enter into a standard-of-care or causation opinion, the expert must be ready to deal with a Daubert challenge.

**Confronting Daubert**

One of the first discussions an expert should have with the lawyer requesting the expert’s testimony is whether a Daubert attack is expected on any part of the expert’s testimony. Remember each state is different, and the rules in state and federal courts often change with one significant court opinion. What was true the last time the expert testified may no longer be true. If a challenge is expected, the expert should work with the attorney from the beginning to prepare to meet the attack. A summary of general criteria would be as follows:

- Rely on theories or techniques that have been time-tested;
- Use theories and techniques that are objective;
- Know the error rate or potential error rate for the methodology;
- Use only peer-accepted error rates;
- Produce peer-reviewed literature supporting the theories, techniques, error rates, and conclusions;
- Produce reliable scientific data proving methods, techniques, and conclusions are generally accepted in the scientific community;
- Produce evidence that the theories and techniques existed and were in use before the lawsuit began;
- Demonstrate that findings and conclusions have been and/or can be replicated by others;
- Avoid relying on a temporal relationship as a sole or substantial causation connection;
- Account for alternative explanations and causes; and
- Demonstrate the same care and professionalism used in regular professional work was used in arriving at litigation conclusions.

All of these factors are not only preparation for fending off Daubert attacks, but they also are the same factors that will likely be delved into on cross-examination and should be the factors any expert will want to cite to a jury during direct examination in order to convince jurors that the expert’s opinion is mainstream and is not junk science.

**Rule 702 vs. Rule 703**

Recall that Rule 703 says that the facts or data upon which an expert bases testimony can be derived from three possible sources.\textsuperscript{59} First, the witness’s first-hand observations. These observations would be like a treating doctor’s physical examination. Second, facts presented at trial. For example, an expert could be given a hypothetical question summarizing the testimony, as was done in the old days. On the other hand, experts can actually attend the trial, hear the testimony, and then testify basing their opinion on the testimony they have heard. Part of the problem with this technique is conflicting factual
testimony. Such conflicts could be handled under Rule 705. The third source, and the most common today, is data presented to an expert before trial, including opinions of other experts, provided it is the type of information reasonably relied upon by experts in the particular field in forming opinions. The information used need not be admissible in evidence and can even be disclosed to the jury to allow the jury to evaluate the credibility of the expert’s opinion. 60

There is sometimes confusion over the relationship between Rules 702 and 703. Rule 702 deals with reliability and sufficiency of the expert’s opinion. Rule 703 is concerned with the expert’s information and data and its source. Rule 703 is a narrow inquiry. The rule allows the use of virtually any information or data provided the expert assures the court that other experts in the same field also reasonably rely on the same data. And experts should be prepared to prove the “reasonably relied on by other experts” requirement by means other than the expert’s say-so if, in fact, that becomes an issue.

**Rules 704 and 705**

These rules primarily reflect the legal system’s reaction to the old common law evidence rules previously discussed—expert opinions on ultimate issues, which are tantamount to invading the providence of the jury (Federal Rule of Evidence 704) and the expert being able to give an opinion and the reason for the opinion without first disclosing the facts or data underlying the conclusion (Federal Rule of Evidence 705). These rules do not so much affect an expert as they do the lawyer. What the expert needs to know is that merely because Federal Rule of Evidence 704 abolishes the ultimate issue rule, that does not automatically make all opinions admissible. The opinion is still subject to the “being relevant, reliable, and helpful” rule (Federal Rule of Evidence 702) and based on facts and data reasonably relied on by experts in the field (Federal Rule of Evidence 703). And, although Federal Rule of Evidence 705 allows opinions without disclosing facts and data, experts should remember that all facts and data could be the subject of cross-examination if the opposition so chooses. Thus, a prepared expert will have the facts and data organized and ready to persuasively discuss—if not on direct examination, certainly on cross-examination.

**Paying an Expert Witness for Testimony. Ethical?**

Yes. If an expert testified as an eyewitness to a car accident, it would be improper to pay the expert an hourly fee for the time spent in giving a statement or interview, giving a deposition, and giving trial testimony. Yet, when that same person is employed to provide expert opinions, payment of tens of thousands of dollars (by the hour, of course) is perfectly acceptable and ethical. The common law rule in most jurisdictions and current legal ethics rules permit occurrence witnesses to be paid for ordinary expenses incurred in testifying, but not for actual testimony. Experts, however, can be paid for expenses and their testimony as long as the fees are not contingent fees dependent on the litigation’s outcome. 61 Just to be certain, it never hurts to consult with the retaining lawyer regarding any peculiar rules in a particular state. Likewise, the American Academy of Neurology prohibits contingency fees, and goes a step further by stating that compensation must be “reasonable in relation to time and effort expended.” 62

An expert must remember that expert fees are always a subject of inquiry by the opposition. An expert will have to produce bills and payments as part of the deposition and trial process. Questions are always asked concerning hourly fees, with the veiled implication that the witness’s real motivation is not an honest opinion, but rather an opinion for sale to the highest bidder. While that is sometimes true, it seems that most experts are interested in credible opinions. It does the expert little good to be offended by any opposing lawyer’s implications that a profit motive, and not honesty, is motivating the expert’s testimony. Rather, an expert witness should deal with such questions sincerely, remembering what the lawyer is forgetting—the lawyer’s witnesses are also being paid.

**Preparing the Lawyer for the Direct Examination**

In articles and how-to books, this is usually written “preparing the expert to testify,” with the advice to the lawyer to become expert in the expert’s field. In any field of endeavor where expert testimony is appropriate, it is unlikely that most lawyers will ever become experts in that specialty. But the expert can and should teach the lawyer enough about the topic so that together the lawyer and the expert can figure out the optimum presentation techniques that will make the expert’s opinion persuasive to a jury. This takes time and cooperative effort. The expert can greatly assist a direct examination by preparing a direct examination outline and working with the lawyer to make the testimony clear, effective, and persuasive. The lawyer, on the other hand, needs to prepare the expert for cross-examination and, in particular, for cross-examination by learned treatises.

**Treatises, Periodicals, Pamphlets**

Some who have had limited involvement as an expert witness may recall being given advice never to recognize a textbook or an article as “authoritative.” This advice was given because the hearsay rule (an out-of-court statement offered to prove the truth of the matter stated therein) had an exception for textbooks and articles that could be used to cross-examine a witness, but only if the witness recognized the book or article as “authoritative.” A conflict between the expert’s opinion and what was said in a textbook or article would discredit or impeach the expert. As we all know, there is a textbook or article somewhere in the world with a statement directly contrary to almost every opinion. Or at least there is a statement that in a lawyer’s mind is contrary to the witness’s testimony—or at least the lawyer will try to convince a jury that it is contrary. Thus, to prevent the inevitable attempt at impeachment, the advice was given not to recognize books and articles as “authoritative.” This nonacknowledgement worked quite well,
except for the expert witness who had written or edited the book or article.

Federal Rule of Evidence 803(18) has changed that strategy completely, and most states’ evidence codes and rules follow 803(18). If there is any doubt, ask, because the current rule allows impeachment of an expert witness by showing that a basic textbook or treatise or article states a different conclusion than the one testified to by the witness. At common law, if a witness recognized the textbook as authoritative, and there was a different conclusion stated in a textbook, the law treated the inconsistent statement as impeachment only and not for truth. The new rule, however, creates an exception to the hearsay rule that not only permits the statement in the treatise or article to be introduced into evidence, but also allows the lawyer to argue that the treatise or article is more reliable than the expert who contradicts it. The rule says:

To the extent called to the attention of an expert witness upon cross-examination or relied upon by the expert in direct examination, statements contained in published treatises, periodicals, or pamphlets on a subject of history, medicine, or other science or art established as a reliable authority by the testimony or admission of the witness or by other expert testimony or by judicial notice [are admissible]. If admitted, the statements may be read into evidence, but may not be received as exhibits.63

A learned treatise can be used to impeach if two requirements are met: (1) the treatise is established as a reliable authority and (2) the expert is confronted with the statement before it is read into evidence. Reliability, however, can be established by another expert or, conceivably, by judicial notice if well enough known. Judicial notice of a medical textbook or article, however, would be extraordinary.

The lesson to be gleaned from this rule is that if an expert intends to testify, he or she needs to be aware of the literature on the subject matter. If confronted with an article or textbook, the expert must focus on the context in which it is presented. Most often, the opposing lawyer is taking the statement out of context and it is quite simple for the expert witness to distinguish that statement from his or her testimony. The book or article may also be years out-of-date. If an expert is familiar with the literature, it will be rather simple to dispose of the attempted impeachment. If unfamiliar with the passage, the expert should study the context of the statement, because often a lawyer misinterprets the medical context in which a statement is made. Forewarned is forearmed.

**Practice Guidelines**

Standard-of-care arguments in the courtrooms of industrialized nations have recently begun to focus on evidence-based guidelines, also referred to as practice parameters. Evidence-based guidelines provide the legal standard in Dutch and French courts. In the United Kingdom, the Bolam test (enshrining the standard of care based on conformity to accepted practice), modified through the Bolitho holding that courts are not bound by expert opinion, allows greater reliance on clinical guidelines in malpractice proceedings.64 Arguments were recently advanced that deviation from guidelines should be proof of negligence.65 Australia initially rejected the Bolam physician-based standard of care testimony in favor of court-determined concepts of negligence.66 Subsequent legislation, however, restored physician opinions as the source of determination of negligence, thereby allowing discretion in acceptance of various evidence-based guidelines.67 In New Zealand, the codified duty of reasonable care and skill incorporates but is not limited to the Bolam test; reasonable care can require a higher standard than currently accepted practice.68 Moreover, physicians must comply with “legal, professional, ethical and other relevant standards,” which includes practice guidelines.69 Canada shares similar common law standards allowing consideration of practice guidelines.

In the United States, evidence-based guidelines have received increasing attention in the medical profession since first introduced to clinical medicine in the 1980s. Presently evidence-based guidelines are widely used in medical education, hospitals, clinics, and almost every aspect of clinical medicine. Evidence-based guidelines were a national concomitant of medicine’s transition from experience-based anecdotal practices to scientifically guided treatments. Thousands of guidelines have now been published. Neurology is no exception. Dozens of evidence-based guidelines have been written and revised by the American Academy of Neurology. Searching the National Guideline Clearinghouse under “neurology” reveals 421 guidelines developed, reviewed or revised in just the last 5 years.70

As would be expected when evidence-based guidelines began receiving attention from the medical profession, it was not long before lawyers were trying to use evidence-based guidelines to prove standard of care or that an evidence-based guideline was at least some evidence of standard of care. Thus, evidence-based guidelines came into the jurisprudential vocabulary but did so at such a snail’s pace that it is still questionable as to how most courts will use them as evidence.

Commentators have argued many uses for evidence-based guidelines: as complete malpractice protection (and presumably complete liability),71 as a total replacement for expert opinion to adjudicate disputed courtroom medical causation issues as well as toxic industrial or environmental exposures,72 and as the primary but not the sole standard of care for medical malpractice actions.73

As a practical matter, in most courts today testimony about evidence-based guidelines would be admissible for and against a physician. Whether a particular evidence-based guideline applies to a specific case is merely another argument for the experts, and ultimately the jury chooses whom to believe. In most courts, the actual guideline itself, in written form, would not be admissible evidence as an exhibit. It would fall into the category of learned treatises or medical journal articles—the witness can talk about the content of the book or article and be cross-examined about it, but the book or article itself is not admissible in evidence as an exhibit. The fact is that every
expert should expect to be asked about evidence-based guidelines in virtually every case. Thus, any defendant physician or expert witness should research the evidence-based guideline history for a particular procedure or disease involved in any case, and be prepared to accept it or reject it as part of the standard of care, or distinguish the particular evidence-based guideline as inapplicable to the patient’s clinical scenario. In the United States, practice parameters and guidelines are admissible if qualified as authoritative, thereby avoiding the hearsay limitations. Some American courts have adopted a more liberal approach by admitting clinical guidelines as demonstrative aids, noting that such an extrajudicial statement “would only be classic hearsay if it was offered to prove the truth of the matter asserted therein.”

A neurologist on trial for malpractice must also recognize that although evidence-based guidelines are not sacrosanct, any alleged transgression from a guideline represents a very powerful argument to a judge or lay jury unfamiliar with medicine. Any deviation from evidence-based guidelines should be fully documented.

**Reasonable Medical Probability**

A legal quirk undoubtedly confusing to physicians who deal with 95% confidence intervals, 2.0 relative risk, and the like is the phrase frequently uttered by lawyers while questioning medical experts: Is your opinion based on reasonable medical probability, or reasonable medical certainty, or is the result more probably than not?

The phrase “reasonable medical probability” and the various equivalents used by different opinions were the law’s rather clumsy method of preventing experts from causation speculation. In 1966, for example, a physician testified that a certain trauma caused cancer. The court, looking for assurance in the physician’s causation testimony, held that such causation connection must include “reasonable probability” to ensure that the causal connection is not based on speculation or conjecture. In a similar case 2 years later in the same court, a radiation-caused-cancer case, the court insisted that an expert’s causation connection include the term “reasonable medical probability,” as assurance that other causes have been ruled out and the cause the expert has selected has at least a 51% certainty.

More recently, the modern trend is to focus on the substance of the expert’s testimony, as was done in the Pennsylvania case, rather than requiring magic words. To be certain, however, any expert should consult the lawyer to see what phrase is necessary and determine the exact meaning of whatever phrase a court would require. Otherwise, the causation aspect of expert testimony runs the risk of exclusion even though it has passed the Daubert challenge.

**Discovery of Expert’s Opinions**

A hired expert is subject to discovery in many courts, including providing written reports, giving deposition testimony, and, of course, preparing to give live testimony in court. But what about the neurologist seeing a patient in the emergency department after an automobile accident for the first and only time? When that physician is later served with a subpoena for a deposition or to testify at trial, does that mean he or she has to answer questions other than those actually related to the actual treatment, like causation questions, prognosis, or if another doctor has been sued for malpractice, standard-of-care questions? In other words, can a subpoena compel a physician against his or her will to be an expert witness?

First, if you are a paid expert retained by a party to be an expert, how can the other side discover your opinions? In federal court and in many state courts, discovery related to retained experts is governed by a procedural rule—the rules by which pre-trial and trial are conducted—setting forth what the expert must do and what the party seeking discovery must do. For example, the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure (Fed.R.Civ.P.) Rule 26 provides for a party to disclose the identity of any person who may be used at trial to present evidence under Rules 702, 703, or 705 of the Federal Rules of Evidence. The disclosure must be accompanied by a written report prepared and signed by the witness. The report must contain a complete statement of all of the opinions that the witness will express, as well as the basis and the reasons supporting the opinion; must set forth the data or other information considered by the expert in forming the opinions; must produce any exhibits that will be used in support of the opinion; must set forth the qualifications of the witness, including a list of all publications authored by the witness within the preceding 10 years; must set out the compensation to be paid for the testimony; and include a listing of other cases in which the witness has testified as an expert at
trial or by deposition within the preceding 4 years. In addition to that required disclosure, the rules also provide that any person identified as an expert can be required to give a deposition concerning the opinions, and the party seeking discovery may pay the expert a reasonable fee for the time spent in responding. As a practical matter, however, parties often agree that they will pay their own expert witnesses for the preparation and time for giving a deposition.

Many states follow, to a greater or lesser degree, the federal civil procedure rules regarding disclosure of experts, expert depositions, and payment of expert fees and expenses. There are, however, many exceptions, alterations, and additions that make each state’s rules unique. Again, if in doubt, one must ask.

What happens to our neurologist who saw the patient in the emergency room for 1, and only 1, consultation and who receives a subpoena for an oral deposition or trial testimony? Does that physician have to testify, and can the physician be compelled to give opinion testimony? The answer is, all fact witnesses do have to testify, no matter the inconvenience, but, as a general rule, experts cannot be compelled to give expert opinion testimony against their will. A word of warning: there are exceptions, and if you are subpoenaed, you should consult a lawyer familiar with the law in your state or the state in which you have been subpoenaed to testify.

The traditional common law rule in many federal and state courts is that an expert can be subpoenaed to testify to facts just as any person can be compelled to testify as to relevant facts of which they have knowledge. Thus, our neurologist could be subpoenaed to testify about the facts on the medical chart. If asked about opinions, then that becomes expert testimony, and the traditional rule was that an expert could not be compelled to divulge an opinion against his or her will. California and some other states have actually passed legislation ensuring a treating physician who is asked for medical opinions will receive expert fee payment. Other jurisdictions prohibit subpoenaing an expert witness altogether. There is great variation. Nevertheless, there does seem to be a general rule that a party cannot use a subpoena to get free expert testimony. Otherwise, of course, considerable abuse could arise if litigants were able to compel experts to testify to opinions.

The Medical Malpractice Expert Witness

Recent tort reform in many states, in particular with respect to medical malpractice lawsuits, has changed the medical malpractice landscape, in some instances radically. Some of these changes affect who can appear as an expert and the qualifications that expert must bring to the witness stand. The two categories affecting experts the most are the locality rule and the specialty rule. There are dozens of other changes too numerous to categorize, but when questions arise, the lawyer seeking your testimony should be consulted. The National Conference of State Legislatures and many other organizations maintain internet-available compendiums of all state medical liability and medical malpractice laws, updated periodically, and these can often provide a quick summary of current law in a particular state.

The Locality Rule

Medical malpractice law traces its roots to English common law and the development of the general law of personal injury negligence. Healthcare providers were not exempt from negligence lawsuits, but substantially different rules were developed that distinguished medical malpractice from all other negligence cases. The most important differences were court-made doctrines involving expert witnesses and the training, experience, and type of practice that qualified a physician as a plaintiff expert. For example, early physicians were divided into two basic camps—allopath and osteopath. As a result, the same school of practice rule was developed so that only allopaths could criticize an allopath, and so on. The rule faded as the two schools of thought became closer in philosophies, teaching, and patient management. Another rule for experts was the locality or community rule originating with the Kansas Supreme Court in 1870. This rule limited any expert’s criticism of a defendant physician’s conduct to an expert of the same school of practice and who practices in the same locality or community. That rule died in the 1960s and 1970s as courts exponentially expanded tort and medical malpractice law, holding that medical training was essentially the same throughout the country. The locality rule was almost uniformly abandoned.

The report of the locality rule’s death was premature, however. As medical malpractice tort reform has emerged recently, there has been a legislative revival of a semi-locality rule. For example, Oregon has adopted a rule that experts must possess knowledge of what constitutes proper medical treatment in a similar community; otherwise, they are prohibited from testifying. Idaho requires out-of-area experts to supply affidavits demonstrating their familiarity with the local standard of care and describing how they became familiar with the standard.

In a recent case, a plaintiff’s emergency medicine expert testified the standard of care was the same in Boise as it was in the rest of the nation and that he knew this because he had numerous consultations with local Boise physicians. The court found the expert did not have a detailed enough understanding of local practice, disallowing the expert’s testimony. A North Carolina statute defines medical malpractice as failure to comply with the standards in “the same or similar community.” Applying this statute, the court ruled that a physician from a similar small South Carolina town was disqualified to testify regarding shoulder dystocia treatment in a small North Carolina town, rejecting the plaintiff’s claim that obstetric care was uniform throughout the country.

States are also enforcing a locality rule without labeling the statute a locality rule. Florida recently enacted a law requiring out-of-state physicians offering expert testimony to apply for a certificate to testify. If they provide “deceptive testimony,” the Florida Medical Board can discipline them with all of the attendant Data Bank and reciprocal reporting required by medical boards. In Mississippi, out-of-state experts can be enjoined from ever testifying in the state if found to have given deceptive testimony and are also subject to medical board discipline. All in all, 31 states have similar legislation directed at
reducing fraudulent, misleading, or deceptive medical malpractice expert witness testimony. The American Medical Association also recently approved model legislation similar to the Florida rule requiring expert witness registration.95

It can be expected that the legislation will probably get tighter and tighter in the future. Thus, every potential expert must evaluate the likelihood of being hometowned by local physicians angry because his or her testimony caused a verdict against them. The expert’s testimony could be absolutely correct, and the battle won, but the out-of-state expert could well lose a war with a local medical board.

These statutes are obviously intended to intimidate out-of-state experts. The corollary is that patients hurt by genuine malpractice—and make no mistake, there is genuine malpractice that should be prosecuted—will be relegated to finding an expert in the state or community where the defendant practices medicine. How many of the defendant’s colleagues will volunteer to be the patient’s expert? It would seem that this locality legislation has transported us “back to the future” to the era when the common public perception was that doctors buried their mistakes and were not accountable for medical malpractice because their colleagues protected them by refusing to testify. Is this the public image the American Medical Association and other physician organizations want to project?

The Specialty Rule

As we have seen, the specialty rule was initiated because of different schools of medicine. In a similar vein, states have enacted statutes or, by court opinion, have required experts to practice in the same field of medicine as the defendant’s physician. The cases and statutes were a reaction to the pre-tort reform liberalization of evidence rules wherein virtually any person with a medical degree could testify against any other physician regardless of the field of practice. Thus, a pediatric orthopedic surgeon could be criticized by a general practitioner, and so on.

The post-tort reform restrictions on specialty are much more reasonable than those on locality. Nevertheless, in small communities and areas of a state that are underserved, or simply geographically isolated, it can be extremely difficult for a patient to find an appropriate specialist willing to testify. Thus, back to the future we go, with the same concomitant public perception that physicians are protecting themselves and burying their mistakes.

Expert Witness Liability

Expert Witness Malpractice

Belief in expert witness immunity from suit is widespread. Today, however, that belief can be mistaken. The belief emanates from the centuries-old court-inspired doctrine called the litigation privilege. This privilege was designed to protect any communication in a judicial proceeding—from judges, jurors, bailiffs, lawyers, or witnesses—from libel and slander actions, regardless of negligence or malice with which the communication was made. The privilege was slowly extended from statements made in open court to protecting all statements, even in pretrial proceedings, hearings, depositions, affidavits, and any other aspect of litigation.96 Eventually, because expert testimony became important to the prosecution and defense of so many different kinds of cases, including medical malpractice, the absolute witness immunity doctrine was expanded to cover expert witnesses. The judicial thinking was that if an expert witness could be sued based on performance in the courtroom, his or her testimony might be distorted by a desire to avoid a lawsuit.97 Arguments based on the fact that experts were paid to participate and a threat of liability would encourage experts to be more careful in their calculations and testimony were rejected in favor of the immunity policy, which was said to ensure frank and objective testimony.98

Sometime in the 1980s, the absolute immunity concept slowly began to crack. Today, there has been a definite minority trend allowing suits against friendly but negligent experts. It is a trend that any expert will want to be aware of. An expert witness may also want to check to see if insurance is available to cover such potential liability.

The Trend in Expert Witness Liability

Expert witness liability or expert malpractice seems to fall into four fact patterns: (1) friendly expert liability—a client sues an expert retained to provide expert testimony for the client in underlying litigation; (2) adverse expert liability—a party sues the opposing expert; (3) court-appointed expert sued for negligently performing his or her duties; (4) the attorney hiring the negligent expert is sued.99 The 2 situations of most concern here are friendly and adverse suits.

Friendly Expert Liability

The cases allowing a claim against a friendly expert are cases based on negligent rendition of expert services. The opinions do not represent a sea change in the litigation privilege so much as they represent a recognition that expert witnesses are a huge worldwide industry, and experts make mistakes that injure people, just like doctors, lawyers, architects, engineers, and other professionals do. Thus, there is really no need to protect experts from negligent suits just because they deliver their services in a litigation context. The difficulty had by courts in this area of law is that they must overcome their previous broad proclamations concerning litigation privileges—proclamations generally made before courts recognized that the expert witness industry is indeed an industry, just as are automobile manufacturing, steelmaking, and medicine, and should be just as accountable as those industries. Thus, the courts have had to engage in some semantical gymnastics both in order to retain witnesses’ litigation communication privilege—which is essential to litigation—and to allow negligent claims against experts. The takeaway from the opinions allowing friendly expert negligence suits is that other states will most likely follow the reasoning of these early cases. Thus, if you are an expert and you negligently do your job, you will most likely have to pay for your negligence, no matter what state you are in.
Six states have allowed clients to sue friendly experts who were retained for litigation and negligently delivered their services: California, Connecticut, Louisiana, Massachusetts, Missouri, and Pennsylvania. 106 The Pennsylvania Supreme Court’s opinion is perhaps the most well written and instructive—LLMD of Michigan, Inc. v. Jackson-Cross & Company. 101 Wintroll, as LLMD, hired Jackson-Cross to calculate the lost profits Wintroll experienced in a breach of contract lawsuit against a financial institution. On cross-examination at trial, Cross admitted to a mathematical calculation error, rendering the lost profits calculation useless. Unable to correct the error, the Cross testimony was struck. Wintroll settled cheaply and sued Cross for negligence, claiming as damages the difference between settlement and Cross’s correct lost profits figures. The trial court dismissed Wintroll’s suit. The appeals court affirmed, holding that the witness immunity doctrine barred the suit against Cross. The Supreme Court, recognizing a difference between an expert’s professional malpractice and an expert’s witness communication immunity, allowed the suit to proceed. The court cautioned, however, that the holding was limited and that an expert would not be liable merely because his or her opinion is challenged by another expert or on cross-examination. Differing opinions, the court said, would not establish an expert’s professional negligence.

Adverse Expert Witness Liability

A suit against a friendly expert would seem to be a natural exception to the litigation privilege. A suit against the other party’s expert, however, is, in the gatekeeper’s words to Dorothy, “the Horse of a Different Color you’ve heard about.” 102

It would seem as if the litigation privilege was invented precisely to prevent the disappointed litigant from essentially continuing the lawsuit in the guise of a different cause of action. Allowing such lawsuits seems a receipt for unbridled, endless litigation, which is part of the rationale for the litigation privilege. That, and the fear of witness self-censureship if a witness thinks a suit by the losing party is a court-sanctioned possibility. Fortunately, the 3 cases often cited for the proposition that the losing party can sue the opposing expert do not actually stand for that proposition at all. The cases have been misread and misinterpreted.

The James v. Brown opinion did not authorize an exception to the common law adverse witness immunity rule. 103 Rather, the James court was interpreting a specific mental health code statute wherein the legislature specifically preempted common law immunity in cases where physicians negligently performed mental health commitment examinations. Levine v. Wiss & Co. did not involve an adverse witness at all. 104 Rather, Levine is a clear case of negligence by an expert retained by agreement by both parties to a divorce. If anything, Levine supports the proposition that friendly experts can be liable for negligence. It does not support a proposition that the opponent can sue an opposing expert.

Finally, the seemingly outlier opinion in the unfriendly expert saga is from West Virginia—Davis v. Wallace. 105 The fact situation was a suit by a convict against the state’s forensic experts in her criminal trial. She alleged negligence in the forensic testing that supported their criminal trial testimony. The unusual procedural posture of the case, however, allowed the West Virginia court to sidestep the suit against an opposing expert issue. While acknowledging the potential exception to the litigation privilege that the facts presented, the court specifically stated that it was not addressing the issue of witness immunity. 106

Currently, expert witnesses need only be wary of a negligence suit by the party hiring the expert. This exception is undoubtedly needed in view of the ubiquity of experts and the need to make them accountable just as other professionals are. As to suits by the opposition, those seem to be far in the future, if at all.

Sanctions by Medical Boards And Professional Organizations

As we have seen, concern over medical malpractice tort reform has heightened medical board regulation of out-of-state experts, as well as legislation emphasizing the locality rule and the same specialty rule. Just as important, but less emphasized, has been a trend toward expert witness discipline by state medical boards and professional societies.

Medical Board Sanctions

Each state regulates the practice of medicine through a medical practice act defining what constitutes the practice of medicine. The question arises, therefore, if providing expert testimony constitutes medical practice so that a medical board could discipline a physician for providing false or inaccurate medical malpractice testimony. A decade ago the answer was that no state specifically included expert testimony in the medical practice definition. 107 When medical boards began disciplining physicians for false or inaccurate medical testimony, physicians resisted and the resulting court decisions have left a confused landscape of contradictions. Washington State and other courts have held discipline acceptable, whereas Missouri rejected discipline, concluding that if the legislature wanted the medical board to regulate expert testimony, it would have written the authority into the Medical Practice Act. 109

In reality, every medical board probably has inherent authority to discipline what they perceive as false, fraudulent, or inaccurate expert testimony under their authority to discipline a licensee for unprofessional conduct. That rubric often includes definitions such as in Washington State: “misrepresentation or fraud in any aspect of the conduct of a business or profession.” 110 Medical boards have recently begun to adopt some version of the Federation of State Medical Boards’ model rules defining “unprofessional” to include giving false, fraudulent, or deceptive expert testimony. 111 Recently, the Federation’s chief advocacy officer, commenting on a state board’s ability to discipline unethical witness testimony, opined that most boards have that inherent authority. 112

As a practical matter, however, state boards have not and are unlikely to engage in significant expert witness testimony
supervision. Medical boards are complaint driven and generally tightly restricted by budgets and personnel, as well as time. Unless there is a specific complaint, medical boards are not looking for experts to prosecute. When a complaint is filed, the logistics of evaluating testimony will be time-consuming, difficult, and highly subjective. A trial transcript or deposition is much more difficult to evaluate than is a medical record. Testimony’s subtleties, the questions, the nuances of the answers in the context of the legal process, objections, and the like, make testimonial assessment difficult. Not only does the context of the legal process obscure the meaning of the words, but also the nuances of the precise questions asked and the exact words of the answer given provide significant interpretation difficulties. Most experts will be able to find much to defend themselves within the typical question-and-answer, give-and-take style of court testimony.

Professional Society Sanctions

Reports of outrageous expert medical liability testimony have circulated through the medical community probably almost as long as just after the first adverse verdict. This perceived problem with experts giving false, fraudulent, exaggerated, outrageous testimony against colleagues was much like the weather, however—everyone talked about it, but no one did anything about it. Until 1983. That is when the American Association of Neurological Surgeons instituted a review program for members suspected of dishonest testimony. Since the program’s inception, the Association has taken 68 disciplinary actions, 45 of which were for improper witness testimony. Penalties included censure letters, suspensions, and expulsions.113

Other specialty boards followed the American Association of Neurological Surgeons example. Approximately 32 now have some ethical codes, guidelines, and/or review procedures regulating expert testimony.114 Disciplined members are undoubtedly the most unhappy and have raised objections in court. Commentators have also raised concerns that these self-regulation efforts have inherent conflicts of interest because of the organization’s hostility to malpractice litigation and their goal of reducing malpractice insurance costs.115 Professional society disciplinary actions are reportable to the Data Bank. These actions can affect physician privileges and membership in other professional societies, as well as future appearances as an expert witness. Physicians have, therefore, taken such actions seriously, and a few have instituted court challenges to societies’ discipline. The most recent trend, however, does not favor immunity for specialty society review of malpractice testimony.

The first such case and the most prominent involved the American Association of Neurological Surgeons.116 Austin, an American Association of Neurological Surgeons member, testified for a patient in a losing effort, and the defendant complained to the American Association of Neurological Surgeons. The society investigated and, following a due process hearing with Austin represented by counsel, concluded that Austin misrepresented his expertise, as well as the standard of care for the surgery involved. Austin was suspended. In his suit against the American Association of Neurological Surgeons, Austin complained that the American Association of Neurological Surgeons never disciplined members testifying for defendants and that expert testimony review violated public policy by discouraging expert testimony and interfering with the civil justice system. The appeals court disagreed with Austin’s arguments, finding that professional self-regulation furthered, rather than impeded, the cause of justice by preventing “shoddy” expert testimony. The Austin case is the leading opinion in the field of society discipline upholding an organization’s right to discipline members as long as the organization’s rules provide the member with essential due process.

The Austin opinion was published in 2001. Many observers read that opinion as giving professional societies immunity to review expert witness testimony and institute discipline. They were wrong. At least 2 state courts have held there is no peer-review immunity for testimony review, rejecting totally the Austin court’s reasoning. In 2012, an orthopedic surgeon successfully obtained a jury verdict against the American Academy of Orthopedic Surgeons for false portrayal in an Academy publication detailing his discipline for testimony as a plaintiff expert.117 The details of that case are still obscure and are based on news reports, but undoubtedly this surgeon was relying on the 2 prior opinions holding that society physician testimony reviews were not protected by peer review, thereby exposing both the society and the physicians reviewing the court testimony to defamation-type lawsuits.

The first case to reject Austin’s holding was Fullerton v. Florida Medical Association, decided in 2006.118 Fullerton was licensed in California and Florida. He testified against several Florida physicians who, after successfully defending the case, sent a scathing letter to the Florida Medical Association’s expert witness committee contending Fullerton presented false testimony supporting a frivolous lawsuit solely for financial gain. Fullerton sued the Florida Medical Association and the individual doctors for defamation. The defendants asserted peer review immunity under the Florida and Federal peer-review statutes granting immunity for peer review related to health care rendered by health service providers.119 The court rejected the defense, finding that rendering health care did not include medical malpractice expert witness testimony review. The court specifically acknowledged the Austin court’s dicta that the Healthcare Quality Improvement Act did provide immunity for testimony review. The Florida court simply stated that it disagreed with the Austin court’s reasoning and sent Fullerton’s case back to the lower court for trial.

In 2010, an obstetrician-gynecologist, Halbridge, sued Higby, a fellow American Congress of Obstetricians and Gynecologists member, for defamation because of an ethics complaint Higby filed with the American Congress of Obstetricians and Gynecologists’ grievance committee.120 Halbridge and Higby were opposing experts in a medical malpractice case, and Higby alleged that Halbridge made false statements in the expert report written for the litigation. Higby asserted the medical peer-review committee privilege during his deposition to avoid answering questions involving his interaction with the American Congress
of Obstetricians and Gynecologists committee and their review of the complaint. The appeals court overruled Higby’s peer review defense on the narrow ground that Higby failed to prove American Congress of Obstetricians and Gynecologists was a healthcare entity, as mentioned in the state peer review statute. A lengthy concurring opinion, however, much broader in scope, followed the reasoning of the Fullerton Florida court, declining to characterize American Congress of Obstetricians and Gynecologists’ grievance committee as a medical peer-review committee and refusing to characterize expert witness testimony review as a peer-review communication related to patient care that would be entitled to immunity. These 3 cases portend some significant difficulties for professional peer review of expert testimony. The primary problem is that immunity is largely dependent on the exact wording of individual state peer review statutes and how the courts will interpret those words. Perhaps the real lesson to be learned is that professional societies desiring to continue expert witness testimony review need to work with state medical associations to ensure that appropriate legislation protects those who participate in such reviews.

American Academy of Neurology Disciplinary Process

The American Academy of Neurology’s Code of Professional Conduct promulgates physician expert witness qualifications and guidelines. The Code states:

The neurologist called upon to provide expert medical testimony should testify only about those subjects for which the neurologist is qualified as an expert by training and experience. Before giving testimony, the neurologist should carefully review the relevant records and facts of the case and the prevailing standards of practice. In providing testimony, the neurologist should provide scientifically correct and clinically accurate opinions. Compensation for testimony should be reasonable and commensurate with time and effort spent, and must not be contingent on outcome.

The guidelines generally track the Code, but provide significant detail regarding the expert’s role when testifying to the standard of care and causation.

The American Academy of Neurology’s Disciplinary Action Policy addresses alleged violations of the Code or guidelines. Members or nonmembers can file a complaint and, after a fair hearing process, the American Academy of Neurology Board of Directors Executive Committee can reprimand, suspend, or expel a member. Between 2004 and 2009, there were 58 complaints: 22 alleged improper expert witness testimony; 4 members were disciplined, 2 of whom resigned in lieu of discipline.
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